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coda
The concluding passage of a piece or movement, typically forming an
addition to the basic structure.
The first movement ends with a fortissimo coda.

completion The action or process of completing or finishing something.
The completion date is early next year.

conclude Bring to a close.
They concluded an economic agreement.

conclusion A final settlement.
Jump to a conclusion.

conclusive
Forming an end or termination; especially putting an end to doubt or
question.
A conclusive 5 O win.

consequence The outcome of an event especially as relative to an individual.
His decision had depressing consequences for business.

consequent
Following as a result or effect.
The social problems of pupils and their consequent educational
difficulties.

culminate Reach the highest or most decisive point.
Seurat culminated pointillism.

deciding Having the power or quality of deciding.
Taxes could be the deciding factor for millions of floating voters.

decisive Determining or having the power to determine an outcome.
The archers played a decisive part in the victory.

definitive A definitive postage stamp.
The definitive biography of Prince Charles.

destination The place designated as the end (as of a race or journey.
He was nearly exhausted as their destination came into view.
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determination A tendency to move in a fixed direction.
Determination of molecular structures.

determinative A determining or causal element or factor.
The determinative or determinant battle.

end
Either of the halves of a sports field or court defended by one team or
player.
The end managed to hold onto the pass.

epilogue A short passage added at the end of a literary work.
The epilogue told what eventually happened to the main characters.

expiry The end of a fixed period of time.
An expiry date.

final The final approach of an aircraft to the runway it will be landing on.
The final answer.

finale The closing section of a musical composition.
The finale of Beethoven s Ninth Symphony.

finalize Complete or agree on a finished and definitive version of.
Let s finalize the proposal.

finis The temporal end; the concluding time.
The market was up at the finish.

finish The act of finishing.
His best finish in a major tournament was third.

finishing The act of finishing.
The speaker s finishing was greeted with applause.

ineluctable Unable to be resisted or avoided; inescapable.
An ineluctable destiny.

last On the last occasion before the present previously.
I had to miss the last of the movie.

outcome A phenomenon that follows and is caused by some previous phenomenon.
It is the outcome of the vote that counts.

peroration The concluding section of an oration.
He again invoked the theme in an emotional peroration.

result Produce as a result or residue.
Anger may result from an argument.

termination
A word’s final syllable or letters or letter, especially when constituting an
element in inflection or derivation.
The termination of a contract.
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wrought (of metals) beaten out or shaped by hammering.
Well wrought pop music.


